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SUMMARY

With the volume of digital media available today, automatic music
recommendation services have proven a useful tool for consumers, allowing them to
better discover new and enjoyable music. Typically, this technology is based on
collaborative filtering techniques, employing human-generated metadata to base
recommendations. Recently, work in content-based recommendation systems have
emerged in which the audio signal itself is analyzed for relevant musical information
from which models are built that attempt to mimic human similarity judgments.
The current state-of-the-art for content-based music recommendation uses a
timbre model based on MFCCs calculated on short segments of tracks. These feature
vectors are then modeled using GMMs (Gaussian mixture models). GMM modeling of
frame-based MFCCs has been shown to perform fairly well on timbre similarity tasks.
However, a common problem is that of “hubs”, in which a relative small number of songs
falsely appear similar to many other songs, significantly decreasing the accuracy of
similarity recommendations.
In this thesis, we explore the origins of hubs in timbre-based modeling and
propose several remedies. Specifically, we find that a process of model homogenization,
in which certain components of a mixture model are systematically removed, improves
performance as measured against several ground-truth similarity metrics. Extending the
work of Aucouturier, we introduce several new methods of homogenization.
On a subset of the uspop data set, model homogenization improves artist Rprecision by a maximum of 3.5% and agreement to user collection co-occurrence data by
xiv

7.4%. We also find differences in the effectiveness of the various homogenization
methods for hub reduction, with the proposed methods providing the best results.
Further, we extend the modeling of frame-based MFCC features by using a kernel
density estimation approach to non-parametric modeling. We find that such an approach
significantly reduces the number of hubs (by 2.6% of the dataset) while improving
agreement to ground-truth by 5% and slightly improving artist R-precision as compared
with the standard parametric model.
Finally, to test whether these principles hold for all musical data, we introduce an
entirely new data set consisting of Indian classical music. We find that our results
generalize here as well, suggesting that hubness is a general feature of timbre-based
similarity music modeling and that the techniques presented to improve this modeling are
effective for diverse types of music.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

For the past decade, consumers have seen a considerable rise in the availability of
digital music. It is estimated that there are over 300,000 – 500,000 tracks released each
year and would require approximately 5.7 years of continuous listening to hear once
through. This, combined with the fact that data storage technology has increased to a
point where an entire record collection can literally fit in the palm of a hand, the
technological question then shifts to one of accessibility and discovery. If we can listen
to any piece of recorded music at any time, how can we efficiently and easily find new
music that we would like to listen to?
This question is at the heart of automatic music recommendation and discovery
systems. These attempt to judge the relatedness of pieces of music in a way that is
similar to humans by extracting and analyzing information associated with a large
collection of music. This similarity model can then be used to point listeners to relevant
and novel material based on their personal tastes.
In order for a system to quantitatively assess musical similarities, the features
extracted from the music collection must be related to perceptual measures of similarity.
Music can of course be described as symbolic events, typically at a note-level, in the
same way a piece of sheet music informs a musician what to play. In this case, pieces
can be compared based on musicological theories of melodic, harmonic, or rhythmic
similarity. Alternatively, metadata, such as identifier labels (e.g. artist name) or
descriptive tags (e.g. “mellow”), attached to musical data can provide more direct
semantic information. Metadata also may not directly describe the music itself but may
1

also represent interactions of a listener with the musical object, such as the number of
times it is listened to or the rating applied to it. Intuitively, music with similar metadata
can be thought of as similar.
Another complementary strategy, with which this thesis is concerned, is contentbased music modeling, in which the audio data itself is processed to yield musically
relevant information. Because current techniques are inadequate for extracting symbolic
information, we are typically concerned with capturing lower level descriptors of the
music, such as the overall spectral shape or timbre, that can be calculated completely
automatically. Music perception and cognition researchers have shown that listeners are
able to determine musical style by listening to very short excerpts in which melodic,
harmonic, and rhythmic information was largely absent [1]. This suggests that low-level
timbral features may capture high-level information useful for making musical similarity
judgments. Subsequent genre classification experiments have confirmed the
discriminative power of such features [2, 3].
Once we have abstracted the raw audio data into a representation such as this,
statistical models can be built that describe the overall distribution of these features over
time. Several techniques for comparing such models have been introduced in pattern
recognition literature and are discussed in detail in Section 3.3. The similarity of models
is then used as the measure of similarity between songs.
Models based on low-level audio features may be limited by a lack of social and
cultural context. Metadata, such as descriptive tags, may better be able to represent this,
resulting in more meaningful recommendations. However, such metadata is by nature
human-generated and therefore suffers significant drawbacks. Services relying on
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semantic tags to match similar music must either employ “experts” to hand-label each
piece of music available in the database, a process which can be painstakingly slow for
any reasonably sized database, or garner information from the “wisdom of the crowd”,
specifically users’ hand-applied tags and ratings as well as listening habits.
A common problem faced by services employing these strategies (such as
Pandora and Last.fm) is injecting new music into the existing pool of information. In the
case of “expert” annotation, they will be limited by the amount of music they can
introduce. And with collaborative filtering engines, a “cold-start problem” emerges in
which largely unknown music will naturally have less of this metadata attached to it,
because of the relative lack of users listening and tagging, and will therefore have
difficulty being matched to potentially similar music. Content-based modeling offers a
distinct advantage in this regard: humans are effectively taken out the processing loop,
and music can be analyzed as soon as it enters the system.
However, work in the field of content-based music similarity has shown that the
standard timbre-based similarity models have subtle drawbacks of their own. One
substantial problem is the existence of so-called “hubs”, in which certain songs are
inaccurately matched to many other items in a database. This has proven to be a
significant detriment to similarity measurement, potentially leading to poor
recommendations. Interestingly, while the origin of hubs remains elusive, hubness does
not seem to originate from attributes of a song itself but instead from artifacts of the
timbre model. The central topic of this thesis is demonstrating the existence of hubs,
analyzing their origin, and proposing methods for reducing their number.

3

1.1

Contributions

This thesis conjectures that some songs are modeled particularly poorly, in effect
leaving them far from other songs in the database and thus unlikely to be recommended.
In fact, these songs, which we call “anti-hubs”, are shown to be identifiable from
properties of their models. Through analysis of these properties, we are able to determine
the components of the model responsible for the model’s poor representative power and
remove them. This process, which is called model homogenization [4], is presented here
and shown to offer not only significant reduction in the severity of hubs but increased
performance in similarity tasks.
This thesis also explores non-parametric modeling of the short-time timbre-based
features that has to this point been largely restricted to vector quantization methods [4, 5,
6]. We show that this approach yields far fewer hubs (and anti-hubs) while attaining
similar results in various similarity evaluation metrics. Furthermore, building models of
this type is shown to be considerably faster than the standard parametric approach,
making this method more suitable for large-scale similarity engines.

4

CHAPTER 2

RELATED WORK

Content-based music modeling and similarity is distinct from common MIR tasks
such as audio fingerprinting [7, 8], source identification [9, 10], and classification [2, 3,
11]. While these tasks have offered much in terms of audio processing and machine
learning techniques, their end goals are typically straightforward. For instance, audio
fingerprinting is primarily concerned with matching two songs that have been subjected
to various transformations (i.e. compression artifacts, time and pitch scaling). These
tasks often have no ambiguity in the sense of “ground truth”. In fingerprinting for
example, it is known whether the two songs experimentally in question originated from
the same recording.
Content-based similarity algorithms, on the other hand, seek to find how similar
two songs would be considered to a human listener. This measure is, of course, highly
subjective and ill-defined. Studies have shown that human judgments of music similarity
are largely inconsistent and highly dependent on many factors, including mood, location,
and time of day [12]. Furthermore, similarity cannot be considered a metric, as it does
not adhere to the notions of symmetry and the triangle inequality [13], and humans tend
to base similarity on a large number of dimensions (i.e. timbre, melody, rhythm). It is
therefore impossible to define a universal “ground truth” in which two pieces of music
are considered definitively similar.
Therefore, one can possibly never hope for a content-based music analysis system
to mimic human similarity judgment. Nevertheless, we can strive for a system that
captures some sense of what humans would consider relevant musical similarity. This
5

system in turn would not be expected to act as a critic but would instead simply serve as
an automatic musical guide, pointing listeners to music they would potentially find
appealing or organizing a coherent playlist.
When designing such a system, it is important to choose appropriate dimensions
in which to assess the musical similarity between two pieces. Most content-based music
modeling systems make use of features that describe the overall spectral shape of the
audio, usually processed at short-time (~20 ms.) frames (at which typical audio signals
can be considered perceptually stationary). The intent is not to model high-level musical
percepts, such as melody or rhythm, and instead capture the overall “sound” or timbre of
the audio material. Berenzweig offers a good argument for continuing work with these
“mid-level” features in this thesis [14], stating that researchers should be concerned with
maximizing performance on the machine learning side of MIR and turn to higher-level
features only when these are exhausted.
While many spectral shape features have been proposed and experimented with
throughout the literature (notably the sets used by Scheirer and Slaney [15] and that of
Pampalk [11]), the most common and the one exclusively used here are the Mel
frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) described below in Section 0.
Some of the first experiments in audio-based modeling and similarity that are
directly related to this work were conducted by Foote [5]. In his work, he models song
based on histograms of short-time MFCC frames using tree-based quantization. Using
relatively simple distance metrics, he then computes the distance between models in
order to retrieve similar items from a database. Lui and Huang [16] constructed a similar
audio retrieval system, modeling MFCC frames with Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs)
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and using the Kullback-Leibler divergence in their distance metric (both detailed below
in Chapter 3). Pye [6] also uses GMMs of MFCC frames to model on a song-level and
computes the similarity through a sampled likelihood estimate (also detailed in Chapter
3). He also compares his results with a non-parametric modeling technique.
Building from these, Logan and Salomon [17] model songs based on clustering
short-time MFCC frames using the k-means algorithm and use the Earth Mover’s
Distance (also described below in Chapter 3) as the similarity measure between models.
Also notable is their use of simple objective “ground truth” evaluation metrics, such as
average number of songs from the same artist or album in the top-N nearest neighbors
(similar to metrics used by Pye [6]).
Berenzweig et al. [18] also use MFCC features to train song-level GMMs. Three
distance metrics between models (including the Earth Mover’s distance) are also
presented and compared. Particularly of note, a large data set of popular music and
accompanying subjective “ground truth” data from various sources (discussed in Sections
3.4 and 3.5) are used to better assess the performance of their algorithms.
In his thesis, Pampalk [19] gives an overview of his extensive work in contentbased music modeling, comparing the typical MFCC-based GMM techniques with other
approaches, including the successful use of higher-level features. Also presented are
various applications of his modeling work, such as music collection visualization and
playlist generation.
Aucouturier [20] shows that, after exhaustively optimizing the parameters of
several modeling algorithms, there exists what he calls a “glass ceiling” to this approach
to song modeling, specifically a 65% accuracy rate with artist classification on his data
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set. Interestingly, this rate was achieved with same MFCC-GMM approach explored
before and used primarily in this work.
Aucouturier [4] also formally discusses the phenomenon of hubs: a small subset
of songs that are very often inaccurately considered similar to many other songs (i.e.
false-positives). While he offers no firm explanation to their origin, Aucouturier rules
out several possibilities. In particular, hubs seem to be a result of modeling and not the
features extracted from the songs. Also, they cannot be explained by “equivalence
classes” of the models, a quirk of certain static modeling approaches like GMMs. Of
particular interest to this work, Aucouturier’s experiment with model homogenization
(discussed in more detail in Chapter 5) led to the theory that the hubness of a model is
determined by a relatively small number of frames. He suggests these frames are
modeled by mixture components with low probability weight and shows that removing
these components causes a large increase in the total number of hubs. Hubs were also
noted by Pampalk [19], referring to them as “always similar”, but again, no definitive
explanation as to their origin is offered.
The work of this thesis directly builds from the recent work of Berenzweig [14].
He gives much consideration to the understanding of hubs and finally concludes that they
are a natural result of the curse of dimensionality (as discussed here in Chapter 6). He
also rules out through experimentation the enticing theory that hubs originate from a
greater likeness to a universal background and shows that weighting certain frames based
on their mutual information does not yield greater discriminative power. Berenzweig
also explores a line of reasoning that is the heart of this work: models at the extremes of
the hubness distribution tend to have characteristic attributes. While he presents several
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useful visualizations to show these correlations, no work is presented that makes direct
use of these model irregularities to better model songs.

9

CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

This section describes the methods used in this thesis to construct a complete
content-based music modeling system, including extracting relevant features from the
audio data and building statistical models based on these features. Methods to compute
the similarity between songs by comparing these models are also described, as well as
evaluation metrics to measure the accuracy and relevance of this similarity.
3.1

Features

As stated in the previous section, we are primarily interested in modeling the
similarity in the overall “sound” of the song. Therefore, we use Mel Frequency Cepstral
Coefficients (MFCCs) extracted from short time windows (32 ms.) as the features to
model. MFCCs have been used extensively in the areas of speech and music research
and are now considered a standard way to quantify the timbre of an audio signal.
Because of their prevalence, a detailed description of MFCCs is excluded here and the
reader is directed to Logan’s introduction [21].

10

Figure 3.1: Cepstrogram (top) and waveform plot (bottom) of “The Glow Pt. 2” by the
Microphones.
3.2

Modeling

3.2.1 Parametric Modeling
Once the MFCCs are measured on short-time frames of audio, each frame can
then be considered an independent sample from the song’s distribution. We then have
clouds of points, each representing a fragment of time, distributed throughout a highdimensional feature-space. To model this complex distribution of points, we employ
Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs). As the name suggests, these models are comprised
of a number of single Gaussian components, each with its own mean and covariance.
The sum of these components, each weighted by its prior probability, is the estimated
probability density function (PDF). Formally, the Gaussian PDF is defined by:
11

1

N(x, µ,Σ) =

d
2

(2π ) Σ

1
2

1
exp(− (x − µ)T Σ−1 (x − µ))
2

(3.1)

where µ is the d-dimensional mean vector and Σ is the covariance matrix. The PDF of an
M-component
GMM is then defined as:
€
M

GMM (µ,Σ) = ∑ pi N(x, µi ,Σ i )

(3.2)

i=1

The parameters of the Gaussians are trained by the classic Expectation-Maximization
algorithm [22]. To increase efficiency, the positions of components are initially

€

determined by the resulting centers of a relatively small number of iterations of the kmeans clustering algorithm [23].
Because of our use of high-dimensional features, it is difficult to train full
covariance matrices for our Gaussian components due to the curse of dimensionality.
MFCCs are computed using the Discrete Cosine Transform which, as an approximation
to the Karhunen-Loeve transform, optimally decorrelates each coefficient [21]. We can
therefore make the reasonable assumption that each dimension is independent, allowing
our covariance matrices to take a diagonal form.
Due to the complexity of the distributions we are modeling, a large number of
components is needed to accurately represent each density function. Aucouturier found
best results using 50 Gaussian components [4]. Because the use of more components
obviously increases computation time, we settled on using 32 components. In order to
keep our results consistent, this number of components is used in all subsequently
presented experiments.
It is interesting to note that because each of the measured frames of feature values
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is considered independent, we do not encode any information concerning the temporal
evolution of the audio signal in these models. This type of modeling is known as the
“bag of frames” approach. In fact, any random permutation of the frames of a signal
processed in this way would yield an identical model. Much of the perceptually salient
information found in audio signals, particularly music, is encoded in how the signal
changes over time and is lost in these models. However non-intuitive this approach may
seem for musical applications, Aucouturier established through several experiments [4]
that encoding information related to the temporal dynamics of the signal yields models
with no more discriminative power than the “bag of frames” models. Than again, his
methods of encoding this information (e.g. feature derivatives, HMMs) involve
considerably simplified representations of time and certainly are not encoding temporal
evolution in any meaningful way, musically or perceptually.
3.2.2 Non-Parametric Modeling
Another more direct approach at generalizing a given distribution to a density
function is non-parametric modeling. Here, we use kernel density estimation (KDE) to
build song-level models. This basically involves placing a kernel function on each point
in a given distribution and summing each [24, 25]. This, in effect, applies a smoothing
function to the distribution’s histogram. Conveniently, we then have control over the
degree of smoothing by varying the bandwidth of the applied kernel.
Using Gaussian kernels, we employ the optimal bandwidth selection method used
in MATLAB’s ksdensity function. This uses a robust measure of the data’s spread by
computing the median absolute difference from the median. This spread, σ, as well as
the number of data points, N, is used in the following formula to compute the bandwidth.
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1

 4 5 σ
BW = α  
 3N  0.6745

(3.3)

We then parameterize our models by applying a scale factor, α, to this bandwidth.
A scale factor greater
€ than unity increases the bandwidth, resulting in a smoother density
function, while factors less than unity result in sharper, more jagged densities.
We assume, as we did with the GMM approach, that each dimension is
independent. Therefore our model consists of a vector of density values at appropriate
resolutions for each dimension. We empirically determined a vector of 1,000 values
provided enough resolution for the density representation, and this value is used for the
experiments in Chapter 7.
3.3

Distance Between Models

Once the models are trained for each song, it is necessary to define how the
similarity between models is measured. Often, it is more natural to define the distance
between them (i.e. their dissimilarity). Because we are dealing with probability
distributions, we make use of the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [26], defined for
probability distributions pA and pB as:

DKL ( pA || pB ) =

∫p

A

log

pA (x)
dx
pB (x)

(3.4)

For two Gaussian distributions, this expression can be written as:


Σ
1
T
−1
−1
DKL (N A €
|| N B ) =  log A + tr ( Σ A Σ−1
+
µ
−
µ
Σ
−
Σ
µ
−
µ
−
d
(
)
(
)
( B A) B A 
B )
A
B
2
ΣB


(3.5)

Note this expression can made symmetric, so that DKL(NA || NB) = DKL(NB || NA) and

€

therefore more appropriately a distance measure, by defining:
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DKL−sym (N A ,N B ) =

1
( DKL (N A || N B ) + DKL (N B || N A ))
2

(3.6)

Unfortunately, there is no known closed-form expression for the KL-divergence

€ between two mixtures of Gaussians, and it is therefore necessary to approximate this
distance. Various approaches have been established, namely the Earth Mover’s distance
and the Monte Carlo approximation.
3.3.1 Earth Mover’s Distance
The Earth Mover’s distance (EMD) was first introduced by Rubner [27] and
frames the problem of computing the distance between two distributions as a
transportation problem: the probability mass of one distribution is considered “earth” and
the other distribution is considered “holes”. The EMD then measures the least amount of
work needed to fill the holes with the earth. The constraints of this problem form a linear
programming problem that can then be solved using known optimization methods. The
ground distance used in the transportation equations is the KL-divergence presented
above.
3.3.2 Monte Carlo Approximation
The Monte Carlo approximation makes use of sampling a large number of points
from each model according to the computed density functions. The likelihood these
samples came from another model is then directly found by computing the posterior
probability according to the other model’s distribution. The sum of these likelihood
values (less the models’ self-similarities) is considered the similarity of the two models.
This approach is widely used, particularly by Aucouturier [4] and Pampalk [19] in their
similar work. Formally, the distance between two models is defined as:
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N

N

DMC (A,B) = ∑ log P(S | A) + ∑ log P(SiB | B)
A
i

i=1

i=1

N

N

(3.7)

−∑ log P(SiA | B) − ∑ log P(SiB | A)
i=1

i=1

Jensen et al. [28] showed that this approximation to the KL-divergence performed
€ artist and genre classification tasks using GMMs, but showed Earth Mover’s
best on

distance was only slightly worse. Therefore, due to its significant speed increase, we will
primarily use EMD for the experiments in this work involving GMMs.
However, this Monte Carlo distance approximation is easily applied to nonparametric models as well. Here, we simply use the computed density estimates to both
sample points and compute the likelihood values. Because each density function is
sampled at different x values, interpolation is used for the likelihood calculations in order
to find the likelihood of a point appearing between two known density values. Linear
interpolation is used for efficiency, and since each density function is sampled very
densely, there is no discernable loss of information.
3.3.3 Bhattacharyya Distance
Another distance measure between two density functions used is the
Bhattacharyya distance [29], a common measure of similarity between two discrete
probability distributions. We chose again to treat each dimension independently, such
that the Bhattacharyya distance between two M-dimensional distributions A and B is
defined as:
M

N

DB (A,B) = ∑ −log ∑ A(x)B(x)
i=1

€

x=1
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(3.8)

where N is the number of samples computed for each density function (in our
experiments, 1,000). Note that because each density is sampled over different ranges for
the KDE models, we interpolate over the maximum range of the two given models so that
each density is defined for common x values. Also, note the Bhattacharyya distance is
symmetric, evaluates to 0 for identical distributions, and evaluates to ∞ for disjoint
distributions.
3.3.4 Kernels
For a given distance metric, each pair-wise distance between modeled songs was
computed, resulting in a kernel, or dissimilarity matrix, from which we are able to easily
find each song’s nearest neighbors by sorting its corresponding row. Typically, we
would consider these nearest neighbors relevant recommendations for the song. An
example kernel is shown below in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Visualization of a kernel computed using the Bhattacharyya distance between
KDE models. Note the values were scaled by an exponential function in order to display
well.
3.4

Data Sets

3.4.1 Western pop music (uspop2002) collection
The first data set used in this work was the uspop2002 collection [18]. This
collection was created in order to allow researchers to effectively compare results and
was the first to see large-scale evaluations conducted on it. Consisting of the first 20
MFCCs of 8,772 tracks of Western pop music, the collection contains 400 artists and 706
albums. The immense size of this collection makes evaluation of algorithms
prohibitively slow, so a subset was chosen to contain 40 artists, coming to 617 songs.
This subset was intended to match the relative size of similar subsets compiled by
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Berenzweig [14] (on the uspop collection), Aucouturier [4] and Pampalk [19] (both using
other musical sources). Aucouturier notably handpicked his 37 artist, 350 track data set
such that each song from a particular artist was not only itself timbrally homogeneous
(i.e. no large texture change within a song) but all songs from the artist were timbrally
consistent (i.e. all share a common “sound”). Also, artists were chosen such that each
was timbrally distinct from one another. This no doubt led to his impressive
classification results. Our data set was not designed to fit these criteria and could
therefore be considered more representative of a real-world music collection.
3.4.1.1 “Ground truth”
One strong advantage of using the uspop data is the companion sets of “ground
truth” data. Because music similarity is inherently ill-defined, this data is meant to offer
some representation of how similar humans would consider artists. These subjective
similarity measures are presented in [18] and [30], where each measure showed good
agreement with audio-derived similarity measures. We primarily make use of the user
personal collection co-occurrence data, which considers two artists similar if they both
appear in the same user’s personal collection. This data was collected by surveying
users’ collections on the OpenNap peer-to-peer file-sharing network over the course of
several months. Our initial experiments did not show significant improvement to
agreement with other “ground truth” data available with the uspop collection, such as the
All Music Guide Erdös distance or the Art Of The Mix playlist co-occurrence data, and
are therefore excluded from this thesis. The poor results could possibly be explained by
the sparsity of the collected similarity data, particularly with our subset.
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3.4.2 North Indian Classical Music (nicm2008) collection
In order to better assess our modeling approaches and remove bias toward
Western pop music, we compiled another data set of North Indian classical music,
nicm2008, comprised of 897 tracks from 140 artists. The first 20 MFCCs (including the
0th coefficient) were extracted on 32 ms. frames overlapped by 50%. The recordings
include a variety of instrumentation and playing styles. Audio fidelity is also varied, with
some tracks originating from vinyl 78 RPM recordings while others are clean commercial
recordings.
3.4.2.1 “Ground truth”
This data set was hand annotated with various descriptors. Relevant to this work,
the artist’s name as well as the primary instruments featured in the recording were labeled
for each track.
3.5

Agreement with “Ground Truth”

3.5.1 Top-N Rank Agreement
For the subjective measures accompanying the uspop sets, a kernel matrix was
produced describing the measured similarity between each pair of artists. In order to see
how well a kernel computed from our content-based models agrees with these subjective
similarities, we make use of the top-N rank agreement score described in Berenzweig et.
al [18]. This score describes how well the top N recommendations from a candidate
kernel fit the recommendations from a reference matrix. Formally, the score is defined as
the normalized average over each row of the matrix (i.e. each artist), where the individual
scores are defined by:
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N

s = ∑α riα cki

(3.9)

i=1

where ki is the rank of the ith-ranked item under the “ground truth” metric. The constants,

αr and αc, are decay values that give more weight to the top-ranked items.

€

Because the subjective “ground truth” data above is defined on the artist level and
we model and compute our similarities on the song level, it was necessary to collapse our
song kernel to an artist kernel. This was accomplished by simply computing the mean
distances between each pair of the artists’ songs and deeming this the similarity between
artists.
3.5.2 Artist R-precision
Another evaluation metric used to measure the success of our modeling and
similarity measures is artist R-precision. Used extensively by Aucouturier [4], this
measure is based on the proxy task of artist identification: we look at a song’s top R
neighbors, where R is the number of or other songs by the same artist (or “relevant”
items, in information retrieval parlance), and compute the average number of these songs
that appear (i.e. the precision of the identification task).
This measure is of course not ideal when considering the inconsistencies of
certain artists. The “sound” of an artist can be quite different from one song or album to
the next. For example, consider Radiohead, who moved from alternative rock in early
albums to more electronic and ambient styles later in their career. In other words, our
modeling could be performing “perfectly” and receive a low artist R-precision.
Nevertheless, we look at this measure as a means of comparing algorithms, considering
the relative differences over the absolute scores.
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3.6

Measuring Hubness

To measure the degree at which a certain song is a hub, we make use of a measure
introduced by Aucouturier known as the N-occurrences measure [4]. This measure is the
count of the number of times a song appears in the top-N list of all other songs. A hub
therefore will have an usually high number of N-occurrences because it, by definition, is
near many other songs. This measure has several intuitive properties worth noting. First,
it is based entirely on rank and is thus independent of the scale of distance. This is useful
for comparing the N-occurrences across distance measures. The measure also treats each
occurrence equally regardless of rank, so that an occurrence at the end of a top-N list
counts the same as one at the beginning. Particularly important to this work, the Noccurrences measure is also constant-sum, since each row supplies exactly N
occurrences. A consequence of the constant-sum property is that the mean value of Noccurrences is always N. In this way, it is important to use other descriptors of the shape
of the distribution of N-occurrence values when describing the hubness of the whole set.
This is usually accomplished by defining ranges (e.g. 100-occurrences greater than 200)
and counting the number of songs in these regions of the hub distribution. Berenzweig
also makes use of the maximum value as his primary descriptor of hubness [14].
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CHAPTER 4

HUBS OR ANTI-HUBS?

In his thesis, Berenzweig discovered that models with very few near neighbors,
which we now refer to as anti-hubs (and classified by Pampalk as “always dissimilar”
[19]), had certain characteristic properties [14]. Through this, it was hypothesized that
perhaps the focus in the quest for understanding hubs was on the wrong side of the hub
distribution: “... hubs may actually be the only songs behaving nicely, while non-hubs
[are] pathologically far away from everything else.” Because we base our
recommendations and, in result, notions of hubness on nearest neighbors in kernel space,
anti-hubs could actually be considered as problematic as hubs. In other words, anti-hubs
are absent from their rightful timbral neighborhoods, leaving their would-be neighbors
near other songs that are perhaps not perceptually suitable (i.e. hubs).
This section demonstrates that models of anti-hubs tend to contain outlier mixture
components that can prove detrimental to their parent model’s discriminative power. We
also propose that anti-hubs are at least easier to identify through measuring attributes of
these components and therefore more easily treatable.
4.1

Correlates of Hubness

We were first interested in finding attributes that show strong correlation to a
model’s hubness. The most intuitive of these measures is that of a model’s overall
spread, or the volume occupied by the model in feature space. Intuitively, the larger the
spread of a song’s frame distribution the more likely it will be considered similar to a
large number of neighbor models. Finding the overall spread of a GMM is not trivial,
however, since individual components can potentially overlap significantly. In this way,
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the amount of overlap for each component must be found in order to use the variances of
each individual component in a meaningful way. Aucouturier approached this by using a
Monte Carlo approach: he sampled a large number of points from the GMM and found
the standard deviation of these samples [4]. Interestingly, he found no correlation with
this measure and hubness.
We instead explored several alternate methods to measure the spread of these
models. First, a single Gaussian with full covariance was fit to each song’s frame
distribution, and the trace (sum of the eigenvalues) of each model’s covariance matrix
was found. Figure 4.1 shows the relationship between each song’s hubness and this
volume measure. Clearly, songs with 100-occurrence values less than 50 seem to have
the largest spread. Therefore, anti-hubs counterintuitively seem to have large model
“diameter”.
This was also seen by observing the distances between each model’s component
center. Figure 4.2 shows each song’s hubness versus its model’s maximum intracomponent distance.
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Figure 4.1: 100-occurrences vs. the trace of the covariance of a single Gaussian fit to
each songs' frame distribution. Pearson correlation: -0.24322, p-value of ~0.

Figure 4.2: 100-occurences vs. the maximum intra-component Euclidean distance.
Pearson correlation: -0.32722, p-value of ~0.
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From the measures of above, it seems that hubs actually tend to have relatively
low model “diameter” while the anti-hubs have large overall spreads, in that they are
modeled by GMMs with components with large distances between them.
Further, the centroid of each GMM, mean of the component means weighted by
each component’s prior probability, was computed and the Euclidean distance from each
component to this centroid was found. Figure 4.3 shows the relationship between
hubness and these distances.

Figure 4.3: 100-occurrences vs. mean component distance to GMM centroid.
Pearson correlation: -0.31563, p-value of ~0
Once again, anti-hubs prove to be outliers as they tend to have components that
are significantly distant from their model’s centroid. In other words, hubs tend to have
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tightly clustered GMM components, leading to generally unimodal distributions,
whereas, anti-hubs have large distances between components, indicating multi-modal
distributions.
However, when we look at the individual sizes of each component, as calculated
through the determinant (product of the covariance matrices’ eigenvalues), we see that
the anti-hub models are not composed of many large variance components, but instead
contain one or more “tight” components that are distant from the main mode of each
model’s distribution. Figure 4.4 plots the hubness associated with the parent model
versus the component determinants. It is clear that the only models that contain very
small-variance components are anti-hubs.

Figure 4.4: 100-occurences vs. each component’s log-determinant. Pearson correlation:
0.10712, p-value of 0.
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In his thesis, Berenzweig [14] examines the nature of these small-variance
components and shows that they tend to have other common features:
1. Relatively significant prior probabilities, so they cannot be ignored as
“mathematical nuisances”.
2. Large distance from the mixture’s centroid, meaning they are most likely to blame
for anti-hubs’ overall “wide diameter” models
3. Small distance from the origin, suggesting these components are primarily
modeling low-energy frames.
To verify these observations held true on our data set, we computed the
correlation between these measures for each component of each model. These values,
shown below in Table 4.1, at least verified Berenzweig’s first two points: small-variance
components are strongly correlated with components distant from their model’s centroid
and hardly correlated with prior probabilities. Weaker is the correlation between these
components and ones near the origin. Interestingly, the strongest (negative) correlation
was between distance from model centroid and distance from origin, suggesting
components that are far from their siblings tend to be near zero. Also, there appears to be
another mild negative correlation between components distant from their model’s
centroid and those with low prior-probability, meaning these outlier components are
perhaps statistically less important.
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Table 4.1: Pearson's correlation between features of mixture components. All p-values
were found to be practically zero.

log-det.
dist. from c
dist. from 0
prior prob.

log-det.
1

dist. from c
-0.25335
1

dist. from 0
0.09945
-0.60184
1

prior prob.
-0.045329
-0.404220
0.099585
1

Furthermore, we observed that the above indicators were strongly correlated with
hubness, as shown in Table 4.2 below. Particularly of note is that components with small
prior probabilities are not as easily categorized as anti-hubs as the other extreme
components.

Table 4.2: Pearson's correlation between hubness (100-occurrences) and features of
extreme components. All p-values were found to be practically zero.

min. log-det.
max. dist. from c
min. dist. from 0
min. prior prob.

4.2

Correlation
0.2247
-0.3113
0.3253
0.0908

Explaining Anti-hub Behavior

To further observe the cause of these wide, highly multi-modal distributions
characteristic of anti-hubs, it was pertinent to determine which frames of the underlying
MFCC sequence were contributing to the part of the distribution that the troublesome
GMM components model. In other words, what regions of the timbral space are these
outlier components modeling?
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This can be seen, albeit indirectly, by observing the likelihood each frame was
generated by each component of the model, what is known as the activation sequence.
This idea is briefly introduced in the Berenzweig’s thesis [14], however he only looks at
the components with maximum likelihood per frame, resulting in something of a
“clipped” version of below. By giving a “softer” representation of the activations, we can
better observe (albeit indirectly) the complex interactions between components.
Figure 4.5 shows an activation sequence from a typical song, drawn from the
mean of the hub distribution. The plot on the left shows that each component was
relatively close to the model’s centroid (within 1 unit in 20-dimensional MFCC space)
and that all components seemed to be activated for most of the song. This means that the
song was timbrally homogeneous and that the model accurately represented a large
majority of the frame distribution.
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Figure 4.5: Activation sequence of song "Cool Blue" by Eurythmics (101 100occurrences), sorted by component distance from GMM centroid (shown on left).
Figure 4.6 shows an activation sequence from a typical anti-hub. Note the
component distances from the centroid are increasing greater than with the normal song.
Also, the four components farthest away from the model centroid alone model two
sections of the song (each around 15 seconds). The middle section (from frames 8500 to
10500, or 2:16 to 2:48) is modeled primarily by only six components, which again are
relatively distant from the centroid and clearly indicative of the multi-modality of the
model.
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Figure 4.6: Activation sequence of song "Waterbaby” by Sneaker Pimps (2 100occurrences), sorted by component distance from GMM centroid (shown on left).
Short song sections such as the ones found above, which usually consist of breaks
between main sections or intro sections, are typically unrepresentative of the timbre of
the song as a whole. However, the Expectation-Maximization algorithm used to train the
Gaussian components is agnostic to the perceptual salience of a given frame; it merely
seeks to parameterize the model is such a way to best fit the distribution in a leastsquared-error sense.
This situation is even more apparent when songs contain long segments of a
single timbre (e.g. silence, drone, etc.). The frames of these segments can be
significantly far from a majority of the more perceptually relevant frames, but because of
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their prevalence, the E-M algorithm will devote one or more components to modeling
them, resulting in an overly “wide” model.
One humorous, yet markedly relevant manifestation of this is seen through songs
with “hidden tracks” (an example is shown in Figure 4.7). A “hidden track” is a piece of
music (usually a relatively short song) that is not listed on an album’s track listings and is
featured, after a period of silence, after another song (usually the last on the album). On
CDs and digital audio files, these timbrally disparate musical pieces, along with a large
section of silence (potentially lasting minutes), comprise one “track” and is passed this
way to the analysis system. In effect, the sections (along with any additional leading or
trailing silences) are all modeled together, leading to a model with huge variance. Of
course, this is perhaps a better argument for pre-processing of audio content, but
inevitably, artists will inadvertently circumvent most heuristic “catches” such as energy
thresholding. Instead, music similarity algorithms and recommendation engines should
rely on models that are robust to these types of raw distributions, models that can provide
perceptually relevant representations of a song’s timbral character and not simply it’s
timbral majority.
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Figure 4.7: Activation sequence of song "Chris Cayton” by Goldfinger (2 100occurrences), sorted by component distance from GMM centroid (shown on left).
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CHAPTER 5

HOMOGENIZATION

Aucouturier concurred that a significant amount of modeling power was being
occupied by certain outlier frames, as seen through his experiments with “homogenizing”
models [4]. His experiments were based on the idea that components with high prior
probabilities model statistically important frames, so that we can, in effect, associate
these component weights with component “importance”. He then removed components
whose prior probabilities fell below a given threshold, producing a “homogenized”
version of the original model. Through this experiment, he claimed that most of the
variance of a GMM is accounted for by the least 5-10% of the statistically weighted
components. Also, he argued that the hubness of a song is based primarily on the least
statistically “important” components, as the number of hubs found increased by nearly a
factor of 3 when the models were homogenized to just 90%.
Mixture models, as previously discussed, typically contain components that are
highly overlapped. In this way, the prior probability, or “weight”, of a particular
component may be low, but together with its neighbor components, could comprise a
large mode in the overall distribution. Therefore, the prior probabilities alone cannot be
assumed to correlate with a component’s “importance”.
To illustrate this point, a one-dimensional example is constructed below. 10,000
data points are generated by sampling from two Gaussian distributions: first with prior
probability 0.75, mean of 0.5, and standard deviation of 0.3; the second with prior 0.25,
mean of 2.0 and standard deviation of 0.25. A histogram of one run of this sampling is
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shown below in Figure 5.1. The distribution clearly contains a large main mode on the
left and the smaller mode to the right.

Figure 5.1: Histogram of data generated from two Gaussians with weights 0.75 and 0.25
We then fit a 5-component GMM to this data. This simulates the use of a large
number of components (Aucouturier used 50; we typically use 32) to modal distributions
with a significantly smaller number of modes. We have found it is typical for
distributions of MFCC frames to have no more than a few modes, although they are not
typically well-shaped Gaussians. So, while it is true that large mixtures are necessary to
not only fit the multiple modes but also to better fit strangely shaped distributions, we
feel the proportions of this simple example are sufficiently analogous to make our point.
The first figure below (Figure 5.2) shows a typical step-by-step removal of
components when the model is homogenized by prior probability (i.e. Aucouturier’s
method). Depending on E-M’s placement of the components (which is highly dependant
on their initialization, which is typically randomized), the main mode can potentially be
modeled, for example, as four Gaussians with relatively equal weight. This would then
leave the minor mode to be modeled with a single Gaussian with a slightly higher weight
than the other four. Thus, as homogenization removes components according to their
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weights, this side mode would increase in statistical importance, until it is the only mode
left. In effect, information from the main mode, which presumably contains much of
what is perceptually salient about the timbre, is lost through homogenization, leaving
only the side mode, which we have seen can represent information that is perceptually
irrelevant.
The following plots (Figure 5.3) show another approach: homogenization by
distance from model centroid. Here, components farthest from the model centroid are
removed first, so there is a much smaller chance that the side mode will remain in the
end, since most of the components will be fit near the main mode’s mean.
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Figure 5.2: Step-by-step removal of components through homogenization by prior
probability. Each component's prior is shown in the legend of each subplot. The
weighted sum of components (i.e. the p.d.f of the homogenized mixture) is plotted in
black.
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Figure 5.3: Step-by-step removal of components through homogenization by distance
from centroid. Each component's distance is shown in the legend of each subplot. The
weighted sum of components (i.e. the p.d.f of the homogenized mixture) is plotted in
black. The centroid is marked by a vertical line in each plot for reference.
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To reiterate, we claim that component prior probabilities are not a reliable feature
to effectively homogenize mixture models. We instead make use of the correlates to
hubness explored in the previous section. In particular, we saw that anti-hubs have
troublesome components that generally adhere to certain key tendencies:
1. Distant from the mixture’s centroid (Figure 4.3)
2. Small-variance, resulting in a “tight” component distribution (Figure 4.4)
3. Near the origin, probably as a result of modeling low energy frames
Therefore, we propose to base homogenization around procedures aimed at
removing the components characterized by the above features. In each case, practically
the same algorithm described by Aucouturier is used: components not meeting a certain
defined threshold requirement are discarded, and the component weights (prior
probabilities) are re-normalized. Formally:

define f (c) = feature of component (e.g. distance from centroid)
while(∃i ∈ [1,n] : f (c i ) > T)
(c1,c 2 ,...,c n ) ← sort(gmm(i) by f (c i ))
gmm = newGMM(n −1)
gmm(i) ← c i ,∀i ∈ [1,n −1]
gmm(i).prior ←

c i .prior
n−1

∑c

j

j=1

end while

€

Note this procedure is a generalized version of Aucouturier’s algorithm in that it

homogenizes based on an arbitrary function of the mixture components. Because of this,
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components are removed one at a time, so that the feature function can be redefined each
iteration (i.e. the centroid is recomputed).
Both Pampalk [31] and Balkema [32] present related methods for optimally
“compacting” GMMs, albeit with the primary intention of improving computation time.
Their approaches are based on merging clusters whose distances are below a certain
threshold. This is done during a k-means clustering initialization prior to training the
mixture models. Note this has the effect of absorbing outlier clusters into larger clusters,
leading to components with very large variance. In contrast, our homogenization
procedure systematically discards a model’s components (i.e. clusters) until desired
conditions are met. It is encouraging however that Balkema reports a slight decrease in
the number of hubs and a small increase in a genre classification proxy task with his
variable-sized models.
It is interesting to note that our homogenization procedure could be seen as a way
of preventing models from overfitting specific timbral distributions. Although we are not
primarily concerned here with the tasks of identification or classification in the end, we
still hope to produce song models that are “generic” enough to be considered similar to
others. By ignoring components that model perceptually irrelevant regions of the timbral
space, homogenization produces smoother, less multi-modal distributions that are then
more easily comparable to other models.
The next three sections show the results of the experiments with the different
methods of homogenization on the uspop subset data set. Section 5.4 shows the results of
homogenization on the nicm2008 data set.
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5.1

Homogenization by Distance to Centroid

The first method of homogenization explored was based on the observation that
anti-hubs tend to have components that are distant from a main mode of the frame
distribution. We therefore discarded components whose Euclidean distance from the
component center to the mixture’s centroid was greater than a given threshold. The
threshold values were determined empirically by observing many activation sequences
from the range of the hub distribution.
First, a good sanity check was to determine the models most affected by
homogenization. Since we based our homogenization methods on measures found to be
correlated with hubness (or anti-hubness), we expected to see a relationship between
hubness and degree of homogenization per model. Particularly, we expected anti-hubs to
be more homogenized at a given threshold and hubs less affected. This was observed by
looking at the number of components removed from each mixture by each level of
homogenization. Figure 5.4 shows this distribution for each threshold, plotted against
hubness (here, defined by 100-occurrences).
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Figure 5.4: Hubness (100-occurrences) vs. number of components removed by
homogenization (dist. from centroid method) for each threshold. Thresholds: top left,
1.5; top right, 1.25; bottom left, 1.0; bottom right, 0.75
The plots show that anti-hubs were indeed the most susceptible to this
homogenization, and intuitively as the required distance from centroid was lowered, more
components were removed. Figure 5.5 below shows the effects in terms of percentage of
models affected and percentage of total components removed. Note the percentage of
components removed by homogenization seemed to be related exponentially to the
threshold distance.
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Figure 5.5: Influence of homogenization threshold (distance from mixture centroid) on
percentage of models affected (blue) and percentage of components removed.
Figure 5.6 shows the effects of homogenization on hub distributions. Here a hub
was defined to be a song with at least 200 100-occurrences (2 times the mean), and an
anti-hub was considered a song with no more than 20 100-occurrences. Note the
symmetry of the un-homogenized distribution in these amounts: there are approximately
the same number of hubs and anti-hubs (71 and 70, respectively) at these defined levels.
Despite the seemingly large increase in anti-hubs for small homogenization
levels, a Wilcoxon signed-rank test did not show a significant change in the hub
distribution for thresholds greater than 1.5. Below this point, the number of anti-hubs
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actually dropped lower than the un-homogenized amount. Likewise, the number of hubs
also significantly decreased.

Figure 5.6: Influence of homogenization by distance from mixture centroid on number of
hubs (top) and anti-hubs (bottom) for different thresholds. The un-homogenized amounts
are plotted as horizontal lines for reference.
Why did we see an initial increase in anti-hubs? Since we designed our
homogenization around smoothing out the multi-modal distributions caused by distant
components that are typically characteristic of anti-hubs, we expected to see a decrease.
Were there songs whose hubness values were unaffected by the removal of these
troublesome components? Or were other songs from the distribution stripped from their
previous neighbors by homogenization? Why did the seemingly large increase not
significantly change the hub rank?
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To better observe the changes in the hubness distribution, scatter plots are shown
below that plot each song’s hubness values before and after homogenization for four
thresholds.

Figure 5.7: Scatter plots of hubness values (100-occurrences) before and after
homogenization (by distance from centroid) for each threshold. Thresholds: top left, 1.5;
top right, 1.25; bottom left, 1.0; bottom right, 0.75. The “zero-change” line is plotted for
reference.
We see the sharp initial rise in anti-hubs after slight homogenization seems to be a
result of borderline anti-hubs (i.e. those with slightly more than 20 100-occurrences)
apparently losing neighbors. This was likely due to anti-hubs seeing a large increase in
neighbors (as high as 150 new 100-occurrences in one case) as they were introduced to
the rest of the song pool, and since anti-hubs are typically neighbors to other anti-hubs (as
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we will show later), if we correct the anti-hub behavior of some, that of the others will
only become more severe.
Interestingly, the only other sharp changes we saw with slight homogenization are
rises of hubness in the middle of the distribution, which was likely attributed to the
introduction of former anti-hubs to the pool. No significant changes seemed to occur in
the hub region.
After severe homogenization (e.g. components were no more than 0.75 units from
the mixture centroid), we saw large changes across the hub distribution. We did see large
decreases in the hubness of the once largest hubs, but we also saw very large increases in
hubness in the middle of the distribution.
Because former anti-hubs were now more centralized in distribution space, they
had more neighbors. Were these neighbors new or were the anti-hubs simply getting
closer to their previous nearest neighbors? To observe these post-homogenization
neighbor dynamics, we use a visualization technique presented by Berenzweig [14] with
some modification. The figures below were generated by coloring a pixel for the 100
nearest neighbors for each song (row). The songs were sorted by original (unhomogenized) hubness values. Note the 100-occurrences value (shown in the lower
subplots) is the sum of each column.
The first, Figure 5.8, was generated without model homogenization. The dark
upper left corner shows that hubs are typically close to other hubs. It’s also clear that a
majority of the nearest neighbors of anti-hubs are other anti-hubs.
After homogenization with a distance to centroid threshold of 0.75 (Figure 5.9),
we see several songs have emerged as hubs, seen as dark vertical lines. Also, it seems all
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of the former anti-hubs were introduced into the pool, as they are now neighbors with
songs from across the entire hub distribution.

Figure 5.8: Visualization of the 100-occurrences of the dataset before homogenization.
Pixels for each row represent the 100 nearest neighbors for each song. The bottom
subplot is the sum of the columns, the 100-occurrences values.
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Figure 5.9: Visualization of the 100-occurrences of the dataset after homogenization by
distance from centroid (threshold of 0.75). Pixels for each row represent the 100 nearest
neighbors for each song. The bottom subplot is the sum of the columns, the 100occurrences values.
5.1.1 Agreement with “ground truth”
5.1.1.1 Artist R-precision
In order to observe whether homogenization ultimately leads to better
recommendations, we use several “ground truth” metrics, discussed previously in 3.5.
First, we observed the change in artist R-precision. Figure 5.10 below shows the
mean R-precision values for each distance from centroid threshold. All changes were
found to be statistically significant (with p-values all ~0) with both a paired Student’s ttest and Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test. R-precision with a random kernel and the data set’s
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artist distribution yields a baseline of 0.03. The maximum increase, found to be 3.50%,
occurred at a threshold of 0.875.

Figure 5.10: Influence of homogenization by distance from mixture centroid on artist Rprecision. The R-precision level before homogenization is plotted as a horizontal line for
reference.
We see R-precision increased monotonically until a certain point (threshold of
about 0.75). This was likely due to anti-hubs being brought nearer to their appropriate
perceptual neighbors, which are typically songs by the same artist. The decrease with
severe homogenization was no doubt due to song models disintegrating into generic
distributions with little discriminating information. Aucouturier hypothesizes that these
overly homogenized models go from “representing a given song, down to a more global
style of music, down to the even simpler fact that it is music” [4].
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To show the contribution of former anti-hubs to the R-precision improvement, the
scatter plot below shows hubness (100-occurrences) against artist R-precision. We see
that the two were mildly correlated (Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.13488, p-value
of ~0) and that many of the songs with hubness values less than 50 (anti-hub region) had
zero R-precision. This suggests that anti-hubs do not simply have few nearby neighbors,
but that their nearest neighbors are not perceptually similar. After homogenization, we
propose that these anti-hubs are placed in their rightful timbral neighborhood. This is
shown through scatter plots below, illustrating the relationship between the original
hubness values and the artist R-precision improvement of each song. It is clear that the
anti-hubs are showing the most improvement.

Figure 5.11: Scatter plot of hubness vs. artist R-precision before homogenization.
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Figure 5.12: Scatter plots of pre-homogenization hubness values (100-occurrences) vs.
artist R-precision improvement for each distance from centroid threshold. Pearson’s
correlation coefficients are shown at the top of each subplot. Thresholds are shown: top
left, 1.5; top right, 1.25; bottom left, 1.0; bottom right, 0.75.
5.1.1.2 User Co-occurrence Data Agreement
We next see the affects of homogenization by distance from centroid on the
agreement of our measured similarities to “ground truth” data discussed in Section 3.5.
Figure 5.13 shows the top-39 (our dataset contains 40 artists) rank agreement
scores against the OpenNap user co-occurrence kernel for each level of homogenization.
Each score was averaged over 1,000 runs to smooth out inconsistencies resulting from
ties. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed that agreement scores for homogenization
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threshold from 3.0 to 0.875 were significantly higher (at a 95% confidence level) from
the un-homogenized score.

Figure 5.13: Influence of homogenization by distance from mixture centroid on top-39
rank agreement to OpenNap user co-occurrence data. Random kernel agreement (red)
and un-homogenized agreement (green) are plotted as horizontal lines for reference.
Clear from above, homogenization increases agreement to the user collection cooccurrence data, suggesting that removing distant GMM components does bring songs
closer to perceptually relevant neighbors.
Comparing this relationship with that of artist R-precision, it seems the optimal
homogenization threshold seems to be 1.0. This means that components further than 1.0
unit away from a model centroid in Euclidean space can be considered unnecessary and
potentially detrimental to the mixture’s modeling power.
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5.2

Homogenization by Variance

We next examined homogenization by variance. With this method, we removed
components whose determinant did not meet a minimum threshold. The determinant can
be thought of as a measure of a component’s volume, so we were in effect removing
components that cover a small region of the timbral space. Again, these components
were shown to be correlated with anti-hubs, so we again expect homogenization to affect
primarily models on the lower end of the hub distribution.
Figure 5.14 shows the affect of homogenization level with the amount of models
affected. Again, we see the relationship is exponential.

Figure 5.14: Influence of homogenization threshold (log-determinant) on percentage of
models affected (blue) and percentage of components removed.
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Note we were unable to approach 100% of models affected without removing all
of certain models’ components. Therefore, our most severe homogenization level with
this method affected only 70% of the models. This highlights an advantage in the use of
relative component features (e.g. distance from centroid) in defining the homogenizing
function, as opposed to absolute cut-offs (e.g. log-determinant).
Figure 5.15 verifies that, as expected, anti-hubs were the models most affected by
homogenization.

Figure 5.15: Hubness (100-occurrences) vs. number of components removed by
homogenization (log-determinant) at a threshold of -100.
Figure 5.16 shows the influence of this homogenization on the number of hubs
and anti-hubs. Only the two most severe homogenization levels yielded significantly
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different hub distributions. No level of homogenization by variance seemed to decrease
either the hubness or anti-hubness of the dataset.

Figure 5.16: Influence of homogenization by variance on number of hubs (top) and antihubs(bottom) for different thresholds. The un-homogenized amounts are plotted as
horizontal lines for reference.
Figure 5.17 shows the change in hubness at the most severe threshold, -100.
Again, we see a few anti-hubs were greatly increasing in hubness, while many others
were decreasing, taking many songs from the middle of the distribution into the anti-hub
region.
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Figure 5.17: Original hubness (100-occurrences) vs. hubness after homogenization by
variance (threshold = -100).
5.2.1 Agreement with “ground truth”
5.2.1.1 Artist R-precision
Figure 5.18 shows the artist R-precision over different levels of homogenization
by variance. All levels except for the most severe were found to significantly change
over the un-homogenized level. A maximum increase of 1.26% is found at the -110
threshold. This is about half of the improvement seen with homogenization by distance
from mixture centroid.
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Figure 5.18: Influence of homogenization by variance on artist R-precision. The Rprecision level before homogenization is plotted as a horizontal line for reference.
5.2.1.2 User Co-occurrence Data Agreement
Improvement was also seen in agreement to the OpenNap user co-occurrence
data, clear in Figure 5.19. Only log-determinant thresholds between -105 and -130 were
found to be significantly changed (at 95% confidence level) over the un-homogenized
baseline. The maximum increase of 6.18% (absolute) was seen at a log-determinant
threshold of -105.
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Figure 5.19: Influence of homogenization by variance on top-39 rank agreement to
OpenNap user co-occurrence data. Random kernel agreement (red) and un-homogenized
agreement (green) are plotted as horizontal lines for reference.
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5.3

Homogenization by Distance from the Origin

The last homogenization method explored was based on the observation that antihubs tend to have components near the origin. These are likely modeling frames with
low energy (e.g. silence) and can reasonably be considered not perceptually relevant in
relation to the of the song’s timbre. Like before, several thresholds were found
empirically and components less than this distance away from the origin were discarded
from the model.
Figure 5.20 shows the rate at which models were affected and components
removed with respect to the distance threshold. Again, we see an exponential
relationship. Figure 5.21 shows that anti-hubs again were in fact the models most
affected by this type of homogenization.

Figure 5.20: Influence of homogenization threshold (distance from origin) on percentage
of models affected (blue) and percentage of components removed (green).
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Figure 5.21: Hubness (100-occurrences) vs. number of components removed by
homogenization (distance from origin) at a threshold of 5.
Figure 5.22 shows the affect of homogenization on the number of hubs and antihubs. Clearly this homogenization method is not reducing hubness.
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Figure 5.22: Influence of homogenization by distance from origin on the number of hubs
(top) and anti-hubs (bottom) for different thresholds. The amounts without
homogenization are plotted as horizontal lines for reference.
5.3.1 Agreement with “ground truth”
5.3.1.1 Artist R-precision
Figure 5.23 below shows the artist R-precision scores for each homogenization by
distance from the origin level. We again see that R-precision improves with
homogenization, here appearing to increase monotonically. The maximum increase of
3.09% (absolute) was found when discarding components less than 5.5 units from the
origin (in MFCC space). All changes were found to be significant under the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test.
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Figure 5.23. Influence of homogenization by distance from origin on artist R-precision.
The R-precision level before homogenization is plotted as a horizontal line for reference.
5.3.1.2 User Co-occurrence Data Agreement
Agreement with the OpenNap data increased as well with this type of
homogenization, reaching a maximum of 7.38% (absolute) above the un-homogenized
baseline at a threshold of 5.5. Again, all levels’ scores were found to be significantly
higher than the score before homogenization by the Wilcoxon test.
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Figure 5.24: Influence of homogenization by distance from origin on top-39 rank
agreement to OpenNap user co-occurrence data. Random kernel agreement (red) and unhomogenized agreement (green) are plotted as horizontal lines for reference.
5.4

Homogenization with the North Indian classical music data set

To verify the above results hold on a completely different musical data set, we
homogenized the models for the nicm2008 data set, introduced in Section 3.4.2. It was
seen that this data set showed to also have a strong correlation (0.3276) between hubness
(100-occurrences) and the log-determinant of the minimum-covariance component,
shown as a scatter plot in Figure 5.25. It was therefore decided to homogenize these
models by the variance method.
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Figure 5.25: Hubness (100-occurrences) vs. the minimum log-determinant for each
component in the nicm2008 data set.
5.4.1 Hubness
Figure 5.26 below shows the affect of different homogenization thresholds on the
hubness of the models. The hubness only changed significantly for the most severe level,
where the number of hubs and anti-hubs increased by 14 and 10 (1.6% and 1.1% of the
data set), respectively.
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Figure 5.26: Influence of homogenization on the amount of hubs (top) and anti-hubs
(bottom) for different log-determinant thresholds on the nicm2008 data. The amounts
before homogenization are plotted as horizontal lines for reference.
5.4.2 “Ground Truth” Agreement
5.4.2.1 Artist R-precision
Artist R-precision, seen in Figure 5.27, increased significantly for all levels, with
a maximum increase of 5.73% (absolute) at the most severe homogenization. The Rprecision with a random kernel was found to be 2%.
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Figure 5.27: Influence of homogenization on artist R-precision for different logdeterminant thresholds on the nicm2008 data. The score before homogenization is
plotted as a horizontal line for reference.
5.4.2.2 Instrument Classification
We next investigated the effects of homogenization on the task of instrument
classification. A k-nearest-neighbor classifier was employed with leave-one-out crossvalidation, similar to the genre classifier used by Pampalk [19]. The accuracy is therefore
the average number of the k nearest neighbors that contain the same primary instrument,
averaged across all tracks in the data set. The tables below, Table 5.1 and Table 5.2,
show the results before and after an artist filter was applied. The artist filter reduces the
tendency for the classifier to lock on to other timbral qualities (e.g. production quality) by
not considering tracks from the same artist. The accuracy with a random kernel was
found to be 23.16%.
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Table 5.1: Instrument classification accuracies (in percent) for different homogenization
by variance thresholds and different number of nearest neighbors polled.

Homo. Threshold
-∞ (no homo.)
-300
-200
-150

Number of Nearest Neighbors Polled (k)
1
3
5
10
20
81.27
75.25
71.28
65.64
58.85
88.29
82.09
78.08
71.06
62.83
89.86
84.43
80.65
73.68
65.77
90.52
84.88
81.16
74.04
66.13

Table 5.2: Instrument classification accuracies (in percent) after an artist filter for
different homogenization by variance thresholds and different number of nearest
neighbors polled.

Homo. Threshold
-∞ (no homo.)
-300
-200
-150

Number of Nearest Neighbors Polled (k)
1
3
5
10
20
59.64
58.23
55.65
51.83
47.82
65.77
63.25
60.45
55.50
50.58
68.56
66.00
63.55
58.64
53.51
69.45
66.00
63.72
58.78
53.77

Homogenization of this type appears to increase maximally at the most severe
threshold for each value of k, with or without the artist filter. The maximum increase
without the artist filter was 9.88% (absolute) at k = 5, and the maximum with the filter
9.81% (absolute) at k = 1. Accuracy tended to decrease with an increase in k, with the
accuracies after the artist filter decreasing more slowly.
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CHAPTER 6

HUBNESS AND DIMENSIONALITY

In his thesis, Berenzweig concludes that hubness is simply a natural consequence
of the curse of dimensionality [14]. He points out that as the number of dimensions
increases, the volume of a unit hypercube becomes increasingly concentrated near the
surface. In this way, data uniformly sampled from within the cube more likely end up
near a corner of the cube, far from the increasingly small unit hypersphere. A point
sampled near the center, however unlikely, would then be nearer points in separate
corners of the hypercube, in effect resulting in a hub.
When taken out of an esoteric geometric viewpoint, this point is very intuitive.
The more measurements one takes of a particular sample (i.e. the greater the
dimensionality of the feature space), the less likely that sample’s measurements are all
going to fall near the mean. In fact, most will be far from the mean in at least one
dimension. However, if a sample’s measurements were all to fall reasonably near the
mean, this sample would be considered close to a large number of other samples.
Berenzweig showed experimentally with synthetic data that hubness is indeed
exacerbated by increased dimensionality. This was show in both straight-forward
Euclidean distances between points as well as earth mover’s distance between GMMs fit
to clouds of points.
Since we were concerned here with 20-dimensional MFCC space, the curse of
dimensionality was undoubtedly in effect. To show its effect on our data, we removed
dimensions from our MFCC space (removing the higher coefficients first) and
recomputed the kernel. We trained our GMM’s with diagonal covariance matrices (i.e.
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the dimensions were considered independent) and were therefore allowed to use the same
models as before, only with truncated dimensions. This removes any variance that may
have resulted from re-training the models, since the EM algorithm is nondeterministic.
Figure 6.1 shows the influence of dimensionality reduction on hubness. As
expected, both hubs and anti-hubs decreased, as the hub distribution became more
centralized around it’s mean.

Figure 6.1: Influence on the amount of hubs (top) and anti-hubs (bottom) as the number
of MFCC’s is decreased. The amounts before dimensionality reduction are plotted as
horizontal lines for reference.
Figure 6.2 shows the affect of reduced MFCC dimension on artist R-precision.
It’s clear precision drastically decreased with less MFCCs, since the models have less
discriminative information without the higher coefficients.
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Figure 6.2: Influence of decreased MFCC dimensionality on artist R-precision. The score
before dimensionality reduction is plotted as a horizontal line for reference.
Therefore, there appears to be a trade-off between hubness and discriminative
power: the more MFCCs included, the better a song’s timbre is captured, but certain
songs whose MFCC distributions are near to the entire data’s “center” will become
severe hubs.
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CHAPTER 7

NON-PARAMETRIC MODELING

We discussed in Chapter 4 that using algorithms such as ExpectationMaximization to train parametric mixture models such as GMMs can result in mixture
components that are devoted to modeling timbral frames that are not related to the
perceptually salient sections. This tends to result in models with poor representative
power that in turn leads to inaccurately low similarity scores with other models.
However, instead of iteratively training a parametric model to fit a given distribution,
non-parametric approaches, introduced in Section 3.2.2, can be used to explicitly model
these complex distributions of MFCCs. In particular, using kernel density estimation
(KDE), we are given some control over the effect spurious frames have on a model by
increasing the kernel bandwidth. Wider bandwidths yield smoother density functions,
effectively reducing the multi-modal behavior shown to be consistent with songs
containing timbrally spurious frames (i.e. anti-hubs). This chapter explores this nonparametric music modeling, the effect of kernel bandwidth on modeling performance,
and the power of this modeling approach in reducing hub behavior.
Aucouturier compares a type of non-parametric modeling to other modeling
algorithms in his thesis [4]. Using three methods (independent histograms, and two
vector quantization methods with different quantization algorithms), he shows that each
is far below the R-precision level attained with the GMM approach. He also saw over 4
times the hubness in kernels computed from non-parametric models (vector quantization,
Euclidean distances) than the amount seen from a GMM-based kernel. Our approach
here is similar to his independent histograms modeling (which scored 24% lower than
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GMM), in that we treat each MFCC dimension independently, but since we use estimated
density functions we cannot use simple Euclidean distance and opt instead for
Bhattacharyya distance or the Monte Carlo approximated divergence.
First, we verified that our non-parametric KDE models were at all consistent with
the previously studied GMM models. We used the top-N rank agreement score
(presented in section 3.5.1) to see how consistently neighbors were ranked in the same
order. We chose N to be 616 and both αc and αr to be 0.99 in order to allow a large set of
neighbors to impact the scores. The agreement of each KDE kernel (using Bhattacharyya
distance) of different kernel bandwidth factors with the GMM (32 component, EarthMover’s distance) kernel is plotted below. Agreement with a random kernel was found
to be 30.5%.
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Figure 7.1: Influence of kernel bandwidth factor on agreement KDE-BD kernels with
GMM-EMD kernel.
Agreement to the GMM-EMD kernel was significantly high and as expected, the
wider the kernel bandwidth (i.e. the smoother the density function) the more the kernel
diverged with the GMM kernel.
7.1

Hubness

Looking at hubness, however, there was a large discrepancy between the GMM
kernel and our KDE-BD kernels. Figure 7.2 shows the amount of hubs (considered to
have 100-occurrences greater than 200) and anti-hubs (100-occurrences less than 20) for
different kernel bandwidths. A large decrease was found in both the number of hubs and
anti-hubs, as high as 16 and 29 respectively.
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Note the drastic difference in our results and Aucouturier’s. Where he saw a hub
increase of 53 (15.1% of his dataset), we see maximum decrease of 16 (2.6% of our
dataset).

Figure 7.2: Influence of kernel bandwidth factor on the number of hubs (top) and antihubs (bottom). The number of each from the GMM-EMD kernel is plotted as a
horizontal line for reference.
From the figure above, it seems there is no strong relationship between hubness
and the smoothness of the density function. To see this relationship in more detail,
Figure 7.3 below shows the relation of songs’ hubness values for smooth density
functions (α = 5) to values for jagged densities (α = 0.25).
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Figure 7.3: Scatter plot of 100-occurrences for a KDE-BD kernel of bandwidth factor
0.25 against values for a KDE-BD kernel with bandwidth factor of 5
It appears the anti-hub region is unaffected by smoothing of the density functions.
This goes against our earlier hypothesis that anti-hubs are severely multi-modal, which
first led to our experiments with homogenization. We speculated that the smoother the
density functions (i.e. the more homogenized the underlying distribution), the more hublike the model would become. We did see the amount of hubs decrease from 61 to 55
with increased smoothing, suggesting, if anything, we were decreasing hubs. This could
be a result of more models from the middle of the hub distribution moving nearer hubs,
thus splitting the former hubs’ neighbors amongst the new hubs. In this way, a song
simply occupying a centralized region in space (or as Aucouturier calls a “center of
mass”) does not make it a hub; the song must be relatively alone in this region.
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We next look at the hub stability from the parametric modeling algorithm to the
non-parametric. We find that hubs are moderately correlated: for a bandwidth factor of
0.25, Pearson’s correlation coefficient was 0.7883 (p-value of ~0). In other words, songs
that appear as hubs in the GMM kernel are likely to appear as hubs in the KDE kernel. A
scatter plot is shown below in Figure 7.4. This is contrary to Aucouturier’s Experiment 6
[4] where he finds a much weaker correlation between hubs appearing from GMMs and
his non-parametric histogram models.

Figure 7.4: Scatter plot of the 100-occurrences for songs using the GMM-EMD kernel vs.
the KDE-BD kernel
Experiments with the Monte Carlo-based distance measure (discussed in Section
3.3.2) showed that hubness also decreased for all kernel bandwidths, with a minimum of
50 hubs and 48 anti-hubs at unity bandwidth scaling.
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7.2

Agreement to “ground truth”

7.2.1 Artist R-precision
Looking at R-precision, we see KDE modeling also showed an improvement over
the GMM-EMD approach, clear in Figure 7.5. While the R-precision for sharp-density
models (bandwidth factors less than unity) were not significantly greater than the GMMEMD baseline, they were far above the 24.5% (absolute) decrease Aucouturier found
with independent histograms [4]. Again, our scores are lower in general, no doubt due to
the hand-picked intra-class homogeneity and inter-class heterogeneity of his dataset.

Figure 7.5: Influence of kernel bandwidth factor on mean artist R-precision (with KDEBD kernel). Mean R-precision of the un-homogenized GMM-EMD kernel is plotted as a
horizontal line for reference.
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Artist R-precision with the Monte Carlo distance was actually slightly lower than
the GMM baseline and again significantly decreased for larger bandwidths.
7.2.2 User Co-occurrence Data Agreement
Figure 7.6 below shows that KDE modeling also improved agreement to the
OpenNap “ground truth” data. We saw an improvement of about 5% (absolute) for all
bandwidth sizes.

Figure 7.6: Influence of kernel bandwidth factor on top-39 rank agreement to OpenNap
user co-occurrence data. Random kernel agreement (red) and un-homogenized GMMEMD agreement (green) are plotted as horizontal lines for reference.
Similar results were seen with the Monte Carlo distance, with a maximum
increase over the GMM-EMD baseline of 6.0% (absolute).
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7.3

Computation Time

Aside from apparently better discriminative power, KDE-BD models also showed
advantages as far as modeling computation time. Figure 7.7 below shows the total
computation time to train the KDE models each bandwidth factor on all 617 songs of the
uspop40 subset. For very small bandwidths, we saw modeling time increase by over a
factor of 15 over GMMs, with no apparent detriment to modeling power.

Figure 7.7: Influence of kernel bandwidth factor on computation time for KDE modeling
of the whole uspop40 set. Computation time for the GMM models (32 component,
diagonal covariance) is show as a horizontal line for reference.
As far as distance computation time, the Bhattacharyya distance (with linear
interpolation and 2000-point density functions) took on average 83 ms. per pair of KDE
models, compared to 30 ms. for finding the distance between two GMMs via the Earth
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Mover’s distance. This means computing a KDE-BD kernel took about 2.7 times longer
(262 minutes) than the GMM-EMD kernel (95 minutes) on the 617 song uspop40 subset.
Speed of the BD computation could of course be improved by employing lower order
interpolation and more sparsely sampling the density functions.
The Monte Carlo distance, on the other hand, took significantly longer, averaging
586 ms. per pair (generating 2000 samples per model), meaning the entire kernel took 31
hours to compute, which is entirely unacceptable in a real-world scenario. Granted
measures could be taken to increase its efficiency, but since the results on the above
performance tasks were comparable to the BD kernel, no reason is seen to further use the
computationally expensive Monte Carlo-based distance.
7.4

Non-parametric Modeling of the North Indian Classical Music Data Set
Again, we checked our above results against the nicm2008 to verify. We saw

similar results. Because of its prohibitively slow performance and the large size of this
data set, the Monte Carlo distance was not used in these experiments.
7.4.1 Hubness
First, Figure 7.8 below shows that hubness with the KDE-BD kernel decreased
from the GMM-EMD approach (albeit not significantly according to a Wilcoxon test)
with the number of hubs and anti-hubs decreased by 16 and 41 (1.8% and 4.6% of the
data set), respectively, at a bandwidth scaling factor of 0.5.
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Figure 7.8: Influence of kernel bandwidth factor on the number of hubs (top) and antihubs (bottom) on the nicm2008 data. The number of each from the GMM-EMD kernel is
plotted as a horizontal line for reference.
7.4.2 “Ground Truth” Agreement
7.4.2.1 Artist R-precision
Artist R-precision increased significantly for each kernel bandwidth, with a
maximum increase over the GMM-EMD kernel of 3.14% (absolute) at a scaling factor of
1.0, as seen in Figure 7.9.
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Figure 7.9: Influence of kernel bandwidth factor on mean artist R-precision (with KDEBD kernel) on the nicm2008 data. Mean R-precision of the un-homogenized GMMEMD kernel is plotted as a horizontal (dashed) line for reference.
7.4.2.2 Instrument Classification
Using the same methodology as in Section 5.4.2.2, we noted the effects of the
KDE-BD algorithm on instrument classification over different bandwidth scaling factors.
Results, shown in Table 7.1 and Table 7.2 below, showed that non-parametric modeling
improved performance over the GMM-EMD approach in this task as well.
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Table 7.1: Instrument classification accuracies (in percentages) for different bandwidth
scaling factors and different number of nearest neighbors polled. The maximum
improvement over the GMM-EMD kernel is highlighted.

GMM-EMD
KDE-BD, α = 0.5
KDE-BD, α = 1.0
KDE-BD, α = 2.0

Number of Nearest Neighbors Polled (k)
1
3
5
10
20
81.27
75.25
71.28
65.64
58.85
87.96
81.31
76.77
68.82
60.81
88.41
81.16
76.61
68.80
60.84
88.07
81.23
76.59
68.93
60.97

Table 7.2: Instrument classification accuracies (in percentages) after an artist filter for
different bandwidth scaling factors and different number of nearest neighbors polled.
The maximum improvement over the GMM-EMD kernel is highlighted.

GMM-EMD
KDE-BD, α = 0.5
KDE-BD, α = 1.0
KDE-BD, α = 2.0

Number of Nearest Neighbors Polled (k)
1
3
5
10
20
59.64
58.23
55.65
51.83
47.82
63.43
58.86
56.48
52.95
48.29
63.88
58.71
56.30
52.89
48.31
63.55
58.90
56.59
52.98
48.46

Interestingly, no single bandwidth scaling factor performs best for all values of k.
Without an artist filter, the only level of k in which KDE modeling showed significant
improvement over the GMM approach was at k = 1 with a maximum increase of 4.24%
(absolute) at a bandwidth scaling factor of 1.0. The same parameters showed the greatest
improvement without the artist filter but with a 7.13% improvement.
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS

The experiments presented in Chapter 5 showed that certain songs are modeled
particularly poorly by standard parametric modeling approaches. As a result, these songs
are inaccurately placed in far corners of kernel space and have few near neighbors.
Inspired by Berenzweig, we found that we can characterize the shortcomings of the
modeling by certain attributes related to the mixture components themselves. Using
these attributes in a homogenization procedure effectively removed the troublesome
components and allowed these anti-hub models to be reintroduced to the song pool.
While it was thought that this would decrease the overall hubness, we saw that
only one homogenization method (homogenization by distance from centroid)
successfully decreased both the number of hubs and anti-hubs, and only under severe
homogenization. The reason hubness was not decreased could be explained by an overhomogenization of the anti-hub models. Because we are totally discarding whole
components, the model can drastically change through homogenization, a change that
could potentially transform an anti-hub into a hub. But even if the anti-hub itself does
not become a hub, borderline hubs may see new neighbors in former anti-hubs,
increasing their hubness into the extreme hub region.
Encouraging, however, was that each homogenization method improved the
kernels agreement with “ground truth” data. Table 8.1 below shows the maximum
improvement seen for each homogenization method. We see mild improvements for
artist R-precision, which could be explained by the inherent ill-posed problems associated
with the task of artist identification. Greater improvements are seen with the agreement
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to the OpenNap user co-occurrence data. This is highly encouraging from a
recommendation standpoint; we could expect users to consider songs from their own
collections good recommendations for each other.
The above results were also validated with another data set composed of vastly
different music, removing the chance that a quirk in the uspop data set or in Western pop
music in general leads to hubs or our established characterization of anti-hubs.

Table 8.1. Maximum percent improvement (absolute) of agreement to “ground truth”
data for different homogenization methods.
Artist R-precision
Dist. from centroid
Variance
Dist. from origin

3.50%
1.26%
3.10%

User co-occurrence
agreement
5.95%
6.15%
7.40%

In Chapter 7, we demonstrated the potential in non-parametric modeling,
particularly kernel density estimation, for music modeling. It was shown that this
modeling approach yields far less hubs (and anti-hubs) than the parametric GMM
approach, while the hubness of songs between algorithms were strongly correlated. We
also showed that, despite our expectations, kernel bandwidth (in effect, density
smoothness) did not have a substantial effect on the hubness of the data. This was
assumed to be a result of simply bringing the entire data set nearer the “global center”,
meaning the song ranks, and therefore hubness, are not significantly changed.
Agreement with the OpenNap “ground truth” increased by 5% (absolute) and
artist R-precision was slightly higher with the KDE modeling than with the standard
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GMM approach. We also showed that this type of modeling, with no real training time
required, can be as much as 15 times faster than GMMs trained with the ExpectationMaximization algorithm.
Again, we saw similar success with the Indian classical music data, proving that
non-parametric modeling is applicable to all musical styles.
An interesting question left open is why our non-parametric modeling faired so
much better than Aucouturier’s Euclidean-compared histogram technique. Our
Bhattacharyya distance could potentially be much more appropriate for comparing
density functions than Euclidean distance. Using kernel density estimation could, as
discussed before, prevent overfitting by smoothing the quantized histogram density
representations into more generic models.
It’s also interesting to note our generally similar results using both modeling
methods (GMM and KDE), suggesting that we have perhaps hit our own “glass ceiling”
with this data. This was further affirmed by our attaining about the same mean Rprecision level Berenzweig was able to achieve using similar subsets from the uspop
collection [14].
Despite this work’s step in understanding hub (or anti-hub) behavior, we are still
far from truly explaining this phenomenon and fully attenuating its effects. We have
shown that anti-hubs are more easily identifiable outside of the kernel’s context through
characteristic tendencies of their distributions and therefore perhaps more easily treatable,
but the homogenization procedures presented here offer only a harsh way to treat the
components we blame for anti-hubness: simply remove them. Better methods are needed
to deal with the frames these components are modeling. Berenzweig’s technique of
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weighting frames by their mutual-information is intriguing but showed poor results.
Perhaps a weighting scheme more directly related to the resulting model’s hubness would
be in order, but this requires incorporating into the model information concerning the
complex neighborhoods defined by the kernel. Another solution could be tied to
Balkema’s iterative merging of clusters, in which this components are absorbed somehow
instead of simply discarded.
Of course, content-based music modeling need not end at timbral representations.
In order to better capture what it is that humans enjoy about music, researchers must find
ways to incorporate new perceptually meaningful features into these models. Melody,
harmony, and rhythm, as well as culturally relevant semantic descriptors, are all essential
to the define much of what we call music. Although, adding new features into a “bag of
frames” model, aside from making our problem of hubs presumably worse by increasing
dimensionality, will not address the key issue that this type of model, by nature, ignores
the fact that music is experienced and enjoyed temporally. Until researchers find a way
to meaningful encode these time-based processes into compact models which can be
compared in a scalable manner, content-based music recommendation is left under its
“glass ceiling”.
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